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It happens
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Agenda

How often do I need to update?

Is it Technical Debt?

What is Continuous Update?



How often do I need to update?



Update what?
Operating System patches

Application stack patches

Libraries updates and patches



Operating Systems and Images

Platform Released every Patched every (avg.)

Alpine 6 months 52.2 days (7.5 weeks)

Ubuntu 2 years (LTS)
6 months

21.8 days

Amazon Linux 2 years (LTS)
3 months

21.7 days

Windows Server 3 years
6 months

monthly Patch 
Tuesday



Application Platforms

Platform Released every Patched every (avg.)

Chrome 1 month 14 days

Node.JS 30 months (LTS)
6 months (non-LTS)

25 days

Go 6 months
Two major releases supported.

26 days

MongoDB 30 months 5 weeks

.NET 3 years (LTS)
18 months

6 weeks

Java 3 years (LTS)
6 months

12 weeks



Libraries

Source: Sonatype



Docker: hidden dependency

Source: Snyk



Is it Technical Debt?



What is debt?

• something, especially money, that is owed to someone else, or the 
state of owing something — Cambridge Dictionary 

• Debt is an obligation that requires one party, the debtor, to pay 
money or other agreed-upon value to another party, the creditor. —
Wikipedia

• Debt is something, usually money, borrowed by one party from 
another. Debt is used by many corporations and individuals to make 
large purchases that they could not afford under normal 
circumstances. A debt arrangement gives the borrowing party 
permission to borrow money under the condition that it is to be paid 
back at a later date, usually with interest. — investopedia



Technical Debt

«With borrowed money you can do something sooner than you might 
otherwise, but then until you pay back that money you'll be paying 
interest. I thought borrowing money was a good idea, I thought that 
rushing software out the door to get some experience with it was a 
good idea, but that of course, you would eventually go back and as you 
learned things about that software you would repay that loan by 
refactoring the program to reflect your experience as you acquired it.»
Ward Cunningham, 2009



Technical Depreciation?

Depreciation is […] the decrease in 
the value of assets and the 
method used to reallocate, or 
"write down" the cost of a 
tangible asset (such as 
equipment) over its useful life 
span. — Wikipedia

Unintended reduction in value of 
a software product over time, 
independent of source code 
changes.



or Technical Inflation?

Inflation is a general increase in 
the prices of goods and services in 
an economy […] corresponds to a 
reduction in the purchasing power 
of money. — Wikipedia

Unintended reduction in value of 
a software product over time, 
independent of source code 
changes.



or increase of Operational Costs?

Maintenance costs to Release more often



What is Continuous Update?



Continuous Update

Necessity of frequently updating a system, independently of source 
code changes*.



Who manage the layers?

Application

Run-time

OS image

libraries

Image
(Ops?)

Self-contained
(Dev?)



Who manage the layers?

Application

Run-time

OS image

libraries

Container



Always & everything

Image: the gerbil wheel pose by dbgg1979



Bill of Materials on steroids

Reverse indexes

Library → Binaries [SCA tool]

O.S. API → Binaries [SAST tool]

Binary → Pipelines [artifact store]

Pipeline → Repo(s) [pipeline tool]

Pipeline

Binaries

Production

Library

Git Repo CVE

SBOM



Testing, Resources, oh my!



Is Technical Debt
the right metaphor

for Continuous Update?



No, we must
rebuild Production frequently 

(Continuous Update)
and it is not our fault
(aka Technical Debt)
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Thank you!


